On February 22, 2022, on the Microsoft Teams platform, remotely at 17.00 in
the Log-21-1 group, a curatorial master class was held on the topic: "The History
of Nur-Sultan", dedicated to the 25th anniversary of the transfer of the capital from
Almaty to Astana.
Purpose:
- to acquaint students with the history of the capital of the country, to give
holistic information and to foster patriotism;
-to acquaint with the achievements of the country, to develop and deepen
knowledge, to expand the worldview and to form the free expression of their ideas;
- to develop students' thinking skills, master group work skills and develop
them.
The curatorial hour was attended by: member of the Council of Aksakals
Shalaev V.V., head of the training center "Impulse" Zhetpisbai Sh.A.,
methodologist of the Research Institute of Patriotic Education Mukhambetalina
S.T., Deputy Dean for Educational Work Ospangalieva M.T., senior curator of the
KJIK Kuleimenova L.M., senior lecturer of the Department of PT Kosbarmakov
S.Zh., senior lecturer of the department of the KJIK G.K.Sagatova.
Participants: Log-21-1 group (the number of students in the group according to
the list is 13).
Students of the group Zh. Alikarimova and A. Nurseitova performed at an open
master class on the topic "The history of the city of Nur-Sultan". N.Nespek gave
general information about the city of Nur-Sultan, students of the group N.Kabidet,
B.Kabibollaev, A.Yelibaev, K.Toleutai, E.Tursunov, A.Maralov told about the
prominent architectural structures of the city of Nur-Sultan. And also, A.
Kudaibergenova, Zh. Alikarimova, and A. Nurseitova told about the achievements
and significant events of the capital. A video about Expo-2017 was presented. A.
Kayyrzhanov told about the economy of the city. Questions were asked in a quiz
format, to which the students gave complete answers. Then the song "Astana
evening" performed by the student of the group A. Kudaibergenova was presented.
All students showed interest and took an active part in the open master class.
In general, the curatorial hour was informative, where students got acquainted
with the information in detail.
The goals and objectives of the curatorial hour were achieved.
Organizers: senior lecturer of the Department of Kazakh language and culture
Baipelova G.S., students of the Log-21-1 group.

